Information about order process for exhibitor passes
Dear Exhibitors,
For the first time there will be a personalized registration for exhibitor passes at automatica
2018, named Print@home-Tickets. The benefits are flexibility and planning dependably, but
surely as well a change of the usual and a process conversion. In total this system proved of value
at all events of the Messe München.
With this mailing we would like to explain this new process to you.
Exhibitor passes can be ordered with immediate effect at the online Exhibitor Shop.
http://ausstellershop.messemuenchen.de/index.php/automatica_b2b_en/?___from_store=automatica_b2b_de
Print@home-Tickets are charged after the event in the final invoice, but only those which are
actually used. The contingent of free tickets is of course first deducted.
First please login with your login details at the online Exhibitor Shop.
With this registration please edify yourself as purchaser / contact person (Image 1). You will be
asked uniquely, if the representation of your company is correct.
With a click on “Next” you will get to the overview.

Image 1

Now choose „Exhibitor passes“ listed under the point „Passes and tickets“ (Image 2).

Image 2
The point “request information” (Image 3) gets you subsequent to the possibility to order passes.

Image 3
Choose option „next“(Image 4) to get to the overview.

Image 4
If you choose point 1 in the overview (Image 5), you can send a Print@home-Ticket. All the
colleagues to whom you have delegated the job of personalizing and ordering a ticket will receive
an e-mail with a link to where they can carry this out. After clicking on this link, the colleague will be
guided through the stages of personalization and ordering his/her ticket. Only after the confirmation
the order is terminated.
In this overview you can find the point 3 “status of orders and order management”. Here under
“delegated but not yet personalized Print@home-Tickets” you can see, which tickets you already
ordered, but are not yet confirmed by your colleagues. Connected to that, you have got the
possibility to remind your colleagues, by sending an E-Mail.

Image 5

Please consider, that all exhibitor passes can only be downloaded after the payment of the
admission invoice.
In case of any questions our Customer Interaction Center is available for you.
Phone: +49 89 949-11538
E-Mail: registrierung@messe-muenchen.de
Follow us – automatica on

